EXPLORING SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES

Freebies!!!!

Box of spaghetti, Two feet of string, Small paper cup,
Paperclip, 50-60 pennies (other items will work such as
paperclips, marbles, etc.)
Place the piece of spaghetti between two tables and hang a piece of
string at its center. At the end of the string attach a paperclip. Hook
a paper cup onto the paperclip and count the number of pennies that
can be supported by the spaghetti “bridge until it breaks.” Change the
number of spaghetti pieces and record the number of pennies it can
support.
One paper cup, Measuring spoons, Sand, Container of water
(must be deep enough to submerge the cup!)
Measure the amount of spoonfuls of sand a paper cup can hold before
it sinks to the bottom of the container of water. Change the size of
spoons (1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp)
Several sugar cubes, Spoon, Two cups, Warm and cold tap
water
Drop a sugar cube into a cup with cold water and another in one with
warm water. Stir until the cube dissolves. Which one dissolves faster?
Aluminum foil, Container of water, 50-60 pennies
Construct a square-bottomed boat (a four inch square works
fine) with the foil and place pennies into the structure until it
sinks. Reduce the size of the boat by a half and try again.
Film canister (the white/clear canisters work best!),
Water, Effervescent tablets (cheaper brands work
great!!), Clock
Place a small amount of liquid within the film canister. Break the
effervescent tablets into fourths and place one piece into the
canister. Quickly close the top. Record the amount of time it
takes to blow its top. Change the amount of liquid within the
film canister for experimentation.
One dollar bill, Yardstick
Measure reaction time by dropping dollar bills from known heights
through the students’ fingers and recording whether or not they can
capture the falling money. Make certain to place the student fingers at
the same place along the bill for each trial!!! Change the height of the
drop for experimentation.

1/4 cup no-tears baby shampoo (Liquid hand washing
soap works well too!), 3/4 cup water, 3 tablespoons
light corn syrup, Straw, Additional water, Black trash
bag, Tape, Ruler, Sponge/Towel
Mix the shampoo, water and light corn syrup to make the bubble solution.
Tape the black trash bag onto a flat surface Place two or three drops of
bubble solution onto the trash bag. Have the students blow into the
drops with their straw. They are to blow until the bubble pops. Have the
students measure the diameter of the bubble and wipe off the surface.
Double the amount of water in the bubble solution for experimentation.
Hot water, Thermometer, Paper and pencil, One styrofoam
cup
Read aloud the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Indicate that
you have always been concerned about why baby's porridge was always
"just right". Could we put this idea to a test? Is it true that Papa's
would be too hot, Mama's too cold, and Baby's be just right? Heat a
pot full of porridge (water) and place the thermometer in the cup. Fill
one cup with “porridge” and record the highest temperature reached.
Temperatures should be recorded every minute for Papa's portion (full
cup), Mama's portion (half cup) and Baby Bear's portion (one quarter
cup). It may be best to take an average of the ten sets of data for
each portion. (Sorry for the math!!!) Have students compare their
experimental results with the story.
Paper clip, Ruler, Three identical magnets
Place the paper clip on the surface of a table and position the ruler at
it’s end. Place one of the magnets at the other end of the magnet and
slowly move it towards the paperclip. Stop the magnet when the
paperclip moves to the magnet. Record the distance the paperclip
traveled.
Add
more
magnets to
the
original
magnet
for
experimentation.
30 dominoes, Ruler, Clock
Line up dominoes approximately 1 cm apart, stretched out over a 30-cm
length. Measure and record the time it takes for all the dominoes to
fall. Record the amount of time it took for all the dominoes to fall.
Repeat the process of setting up the dominoes and recording their rate
of falling; however, alter the distance between each domino to 2 cm
and 3 cm.

One four (4) inch block of wood (2x4 works fine!), Drill with
at least a 1/2inch bit, Plastic spoon, Hot glue, Cotton ball
Drill a small hole in the center of a 4” x 4” block of wood. Hot glue
the handle of a plastic spoon into the hole so that it can be bent
backwards
in different measurable angles. Measure the distance a
cotton ball travels as the angle of the bent spoon is altered. As you
bend the spoon back towards the block of wood, you would be
decreasing its angle.
Two film canisters, Glue, Book (to be used as a ramp),
Water, Clock, Tape
Glue the bottom of two film canisters together.
Add identical
amounts of water into the canisters, seal them with their lids, and
place them at the top of the ramp. Place a strip of tape approximately
three feet from the ramp. This will be the finish line. Release the
canisters and record their time to reach the end of a finish line. The
water
that
is
placed
into
the
canisters
can
be
easily
increased/decreased for experimentation.
Basketball, Tennisball, Yardstick
Place the tennis ball onto the basketball and drop the two from
different heights.
Measure the varying height of the tennisball.
Change the height of the basketball/tennisball combo for
experimentation. NOTE-Drop the balls from small heights (under two
feet) and give yourself plenty of room!!! You may find this activity is
best done outside!!!

Ice cubes, Foil, Lamp, Glass container, Measuring
cups/spoons
Cover the glass container with aluminum foil. Place one of the ice
cubes in the container and measure the amount of melted ice that
occurs after a timed amount of exposure to the light source. Alter
the amount of time for experimentation.

Ruler, Rubber Band, Cardboard square (5-6 inch) –
OPTIONAL, Scissors -OPTIONAL
Have the students place the rubberband on the end of the ruler and
pull it back a known distance (i.e. 2in, 3in, etc.) After letting the
rubberband go, measure the distance the rubberband flew. OPTIONAL –
Allow the student to create their own Rubber Band Launcher with the
cardboard. The cardboard can be cut and shaped into any form the
student chooses, as long as the distance the rubberband is pulled back
can be measured.
Vinegar, Baking Soda, Tall/clear/skinny container (olive
jars work well), Ruler , Tape
Tape the ruler onto the container so that the student can measure the
distance the foam will rise up from the bottom. Place a small amount
of baking soda into the container (The amount will vary depending on
the size of the container... test this out before your students!! Try 1/4
tsp at first!!!) Pour 1 Tbs of vinegar into the container and measure the
height of the foam.
Increase the amount of baking soda for
experimentation.
1/8-cup Liquid hand washing soap , 1/4-cup water, 1
tablespoons light corn syrup, White piece of paper, Clock
Mix together the shampoo, water and corn syrup to make the bubble
solution. Dip the open mouth of the film can into the soap solution.
Pull it out. Hold the film can vertically over the white paper in a
brightly lit place. Notice the colors that form (to pass the time!!)
Record the amount of time it takes for the bubble to pop. Double the
amount of water in the bubble solution for experimentation.
Chewing gum, Yardstick
Have the students chew the gum for one minute. Remove the gum and
slowly stretch the gum as far as possible beginning at the end of the
yardstick.
Record the distance the gum reaches before it breaks.
Increase the amount of time of chewing for experimentation.

Shoebox, Utility knife, Straws (at least 20), Balloon,
Yardstick
Cut a two-inch square in the center of the end of a shoe box. Lay the
balloon inside the box with its mouth sticking out of the hole in the
end. Inflate the balloon. Place several drinking straws 2 inches from
each other under the box and release the balloon. Measure the
distance the balloon travels. For experimentation, change the amount
of straws.
Compact Disk (ifyou receive mail, you probably get these all
the time-if not, check out your area retail stores, most
have some as promotional materials), Film Canister, Glue,
Balloon, Nail (a drill with different sized bits work best!),
Smooth surface (table, linoleum tile, etc.), Clock
Glue the film canister within the center of a CD (like a teacup on a
saucer) and drill or poke a small hole in its center. Inflate a balloon
and stretch it over the top of the film canister. Release the balloon
and watch the structure “hover” across a smooth surface. Change the
diameter of the hole with the nail or the drill and record the amount
of time the hovercraft remains aloft.

Plastic bottle with lid (a soft drink bottle will work), Sand,
String, Nail, Paperclip, Clock, Table, Tape
Fill the plastic bottle half-full with sand and poke a hole in the top of
the lid with the nail. Thread the string through the hole and tie it
onto the paperclip so that, when closed, the paperclip will be sealed
within the bottle. Suspend the pendulum’s string from a table with a
piece of tape. Move the pendulum approximately one foot, let it go
and measure the amount of time it takes for the pendulum to come to
a halt. Change the amount of sand within the can and monitor any
change in time.

Two rulers with center groove (for ramp) , Paper car
cutout (see attached), Three books/blocks/etc…(for
changing the height of the ramp), Flat and smooth
surface, Marble
Lay one of the books/blocks/etc. on a flat smooth surface and
support the end of one ruler on its edge (to create a ramp). Cut out
one of the paper cars, fold it on the dotted line and position it at the
end of the ramp. Roll the marble down the ramp so that it will crash
into the paper car. Measure the distance the car moves and alter the
height
of
the
ramp
with
additional
book/blocks/etc.
for
experimentation.
Matchbox cars (or similar toys), Pennies, Tape, Section of
wood (to be used as a ramp), Clock
Roll a matchbox car down a ramp that is made of wood. The ramp
should not be too steep, or the data collection will be difficult.
Record the amount of time it takes for the car to reach the
bottom. Repeat this procedure, adding pennies to the car, for
experimentation.
Gallon milk jug, Bucket of water (big enough to place the
milk jug and both hands), Approximately three feet of
tubing (1/2 inch works fine!), Measuring cups
Take one milk jug and fill it with water. Place the open end of the milk
jug into a bucket filled with water. The idea is to fill the larger bucket
with water, invert the milk jug into the water, and blow air into the
smaller bucket through a tube. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO USE ONLY ONE
BREATH!!!
Measure the amount of liquid that remains in the milk jug by capping off
the jug while it is still under water. Exert your body to moderate exercise
for 5, 10 and 15 minute intervals and repeat the trials stated above for
experimentation.
As different people try the apparatus you will bet
different amounts of air and different measurements of the rising of the
bucket. This project has been used to test which sex has the greatest lung
capacity, and whether athletes or non-athletes had the greater capacity.

Notebook/Typing paper, Masking tape, Several books
Roll and tape four sheets of paper into tubes that are eight and a half
inches long and approximately two inches in diameter. Stand the tubes
on end and stack as many books as possible on these pillars. Record
the number of books that could be stacked on the pillars.
Create
pillars of different diameters for experimentation.
Vinegar, Baking Soda, Water, Small-mouthed bottle, Clock,
Balloon
Pour about 3 Tbs. of vinegar into the bottle. Fill the balloon half
full of baking soda. Stretch the open end of the balloon over the
neck of the bottle. Make sure it's on tight! Let the heavy end of the
balloon dangle, so no baking soda goes in the bottle. Hold onto the
balloon at the bottleneck, and pick up the heavy part of the balloon
so that all the baking soda falls into the vinegar at the bottom of
the bottle. Time how long it takes for the balloon to stand straight
up. Dilute the vinegar by 1/2 and 1/4 for experimentation.
Balloon, Fishing line, Paper lunch sack, Tape, Drinking
straw, Yardstick, Measuring tape, Small paper cup, 10
Pennies
Insert a drinking straw onto a long piece of fishing line. Tie the ends
of a fishing line onto two sturdy structures and pull taught. Tape the
long end of a lunch sack onto the drinking straw. Tape the paper cup
on the bottom, and end, of the lunch sack. Inflate a balloon; place it
in the sack and release. Measure the distance the balloon travels.
Remove the paper, insert 1-10 pennies and reattach it to the lunch sack
for experimentation.

